34	FOUNDATIONS FOR THE NEW PROPOSALS
The school day is more usable when laid out in large blocks
of time, instead of in thirty- to sixty-minute periods, to per-
mit each child and small group of children to work out cre-
ative projects. The elimination of rigidly rotated subject reci-
tations and overcrowded schedules would simplify the child's
program, as well as accomplish this end. It would also make
possible the coordination of activities between the different
age groups and help the pupils relax, because many persistent
problems of children exist today because of the too rigid in-
sistence that the child conform to the complexity of modern
demands and to adult tempo.
Where clocks are part of the school equipment children
do not need bells to mark off the day into periods. If the
child knows that an activity in which he is interested and
intends to participate begins at a given hour, anticipation will
urge him to be on time. Clocks in each room are educational
tools.
Within classes a flexibility of organization should permit
the children to divide themselves into small groups which
work on the basis of a common interest at a given time. In
this way basic skills needed in communication and social un-
derstanding may be developed more readily than in the larger
class group.
More attention should be given to the food needs of the
children when planning mid-morning lunches, the hot noon
meal, or breakfasts for the children who have had none. ,,41
children should share alike in the food provided in the school,
and the school should bear ffie"co"sF for those unable to pay.
In the early years each child should have a hot meal, or a hot
supplement to the packed lunch. There should be adequate
time^alsa for unhurried eating in pleasant ^suHoundings.
Directed education for leisure time use holds possibilities
for developing good mental and physical hygiene. Children
shffjl^pby Jagotfagr in school. Many school superintendents
with vision have set aside * space for noon and after-school
games. Tables for chess, checkers, and pingpong lead to
group plans for contests which are shared by faculty and

